THE GLORIFIED BODY
March 31, 1972
TaPa talks to his children

"When the others looked upon the mount and they looked to see, theyfirst saw a man glorified and shining
that they knew as their master."

I am come and have taken upon self once again the task of reincarceration
that I might be momentarily near you.
We enter into discoursing from one unto the other about the implications of
magnitude and of importance within this element or cycling of sojourn time
elementation within itself. Forthcoming and forthwith the informative qualities of
conditionment of mind and overshadowment process come forth the greatest
teachers of the I AM. Through the all being within the framework and full
knowledge of the brotherhood of man and the Fatherhood of God, walks out the
steadfast, Michael, that that teaches, lends and has been the bearer of the Most
High within the holy of holies since the beginning of creative sustenance within the
ability to hold essence, in being the Divine Right Principle and Ordination of all
and inner omnipotent "Om" quality.
For it is within this time, and upon this day that is one of the few days
celebrated in holiness and in reverence that is of truth insofar as the connotation
and entrusted entitles date unto it, that many things occurred, and not just one but 1
multifaceted happenings within organizational processes, within lives behooving
under the mastership of disciple entrance into disciplic rapport, and within the
minds of a few gathered and selected men of corporeal and mundane flesh who had
attuned themselves unto the qualities of the higher spheres. Many things shall you
see if your eyes be opened upon this eve and occasion, for greater is the power,
greater is the beauty, greater is the blessing, and greater is that given behooving
under the spirit and the soul of man and flesh than ever before have I brought forth
into this chamber to be with you, to share with you, and introduce you to, my
beloved children.
Why is it that in the ancientness of days, and in times past prophesied those
that could see of the forthcoming trials and tribulations, and of one that would cast
His lot out to be that chosen, and would take two into confidence more strictly than
any others, though connotated differently by the scriptural context, and would upon
and within their small boat or craft launch himself and their beings out upon a sea
of tranquility that would become a sea of great tempestuousness in symbology and
in realism [Mark 4:36-37]? Who is it that stands in this hour knocking and seeking
at the door of your consciousness that you might open and respond to the truths
and the truisms afforded [Rev 3 :20]? Not necessarily through the aspect of blind
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belief and faith, but through the approved facts of factuality insofar as the
visitation of truth and wisdom, guidance and knowledge afforded communicatively
unto you by one that walked closer with and near and nigh unto Sananda, the
Chosen One, the Teacher of Teachers, that brought the lesson of love in His way
and manner unto the world than I, and than those gathered about you seeking in
this era, epic or element of fractional time existent in the eternal moment of same.
We come forth seeking truly if we come forth in any id(,ology or framework,
connotated and tied directly into accomplishment and into the Divine Force. And
represented about this chamber are those that have been martyred in ages past,
standing watch, standing guard, watching, touching, caressing and blessing you.
But above these is the opening of this building forthwith gone, and you are as of
now sitting in the amphitheater of mortal flesh, soul incarcerated but likened unto
the amphitheater of souls etheric down and in through which looks the Divine and
those of the twenty-four that sit within the Throne Room [Rev 4:4].
Adoration to the Most High God, the Deity, being their principal reason for
being there, that upon this day in ages past blessed the world by affording the
symbolic end to a symbolic cycle of a symbolic life, lives symbolically, that man
in flesh, in ages to come, and in that time might not take in the literal sense the
persecuted pledge of martyrdom and of sacrifice as the element of superficiality
only, but see within it the Divine Principle of man's procreative ability in the
creational cycle upon the evolutionary staircase to evolvement, development,
progression and initiation into becoming at-one.
In the process of becoming at-one, as symbolically was laid in the life of
Sananda Jesu and Jesus are the principles of first becoming the Christos manifestor
in your way or mode upon and in earth's corporeality, and with the freedom of
transition becoming the Christos and in this freedom, after ascension through all
planes, becoming at-one with the Father to state truly and without a doubt, and
with a firm inexorable, irrefutable, unadulterated sense of well-being, "I and the
Father are One [John 10:30]." For you, beloved children, can say this regardless of
the level upon which you now exist and dwell, for upon that level are you and the
Father one. But, lo, can it be greater, better and best, can it be superseded forth in
days, in hours, in moments, in minutes, and can it be supernal in eternal coagulate
existence beyond the realms of rapport, consciousness and imagining of man, or
even of soul incarcerated or partially freed.
Behold, upon this day of auspiciousness was it that the end of a beginning
was the start and the beginning of that that would see no end. For the prophecies
came forth out of the mouths of prophets saying that the son of man would bear the
mark of the son of God and would shed blood as sacrificial offering, and be
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therefore cleansed by water, at the same time, to bear redemptively erasing and
eradicating the sins of unbelief, disbelief, non-adherence, not unto the savoirship
but unto the mastery, unto the ministry, unto the mission fulfilled of this great
Master Teacher unto the plane, that rules in glory even in this moment and touches
the plane by emissaric ones to acclaim again and again the resurrection and the life.
And the words that ring upon this day and those that will follow that forever
shall be remembered and will bear witness unto your soul, if your soul bears
witness unto the spirit, are these that have been laid, have existed and shall always
exist eternally, "I am the resurrection and the life [John 11:25]." For each is the
resurrection, for you have been resurrected in each incarceration that you have
experienced upon earth; from soul, through transition of death into birth, into life
resurrected; from life transmuted and transfigured into death, transition, and then
spirit again. Resurrection is but the rebuilding, the renunciation of the ties that
bind, and the recreation of the existent similarity within any form or aspect of life,
in formality, informality, coherency or incoherency, animate, inanimate but
symbolically and particularly within the flesh body of man, within the mind
engenderment of man, within the soul-spirit principle of man, and within the Deity
given into the innermost part, being the spark of the Divine within you.
Each time you slumber do you enter into transition of conscious level
change, and you are resurrected upon the morning. For you die unto this world and
its cares in the night, and you awaken upon the bright dawn of the new day
resurrected, and you can be resurrected as a new creature or as one so similar as to
be no different from that that lived and transcended in sleep and then resurrected in
awakening. Behold, within three days can I destroy the temple and build it back.
Behold, within three days any form of negativity and of negative approachment
through the auric pattern afflicting and laying an affliction upon the body, which is
the temple of the Most High, can be cured, can be alleviated, can be spontaneously,
systematically perfected within three days.
Thus was the prophecy given that "Behold, I can destroy the temple and
within three days build it anew again [John 2:19]." But it was given that the
prophecy that bears its mark is the prophecy of blood. And you live not in the age
of true blood, though it is manifested about you by the negative forms in operation
of warring and of jealousy in the adequate situations of the peculiarities and
impugned, impure, imparted actions of brother against brother without realizing
the oneness. So blood has been, but the true blood was purged and purified by the
water that fell from the side of the ··Teacher of Love as He was pierced [John
19:34]. This was a sacrifice but not the only sacrifice for the redemption of the
world and of man, for man must be self-redemptive and self-redeeming by his
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actions and by the karmic intervening focus of force that leads into purity and
perfection by the intrinsic educational lessons afforded by life.
Sananda Jesu and Jesus but lived a life of great in-depth and, unto this time,
uninterpreted symbology, to show the seeking man that could look within the
scriptural laid partial, foundational, and structural elements of historical
significance and of poetic story telling, the symbolical nature of the man and the
realism of the fulfilled symbology within the soul's progressive growth and
movement in each individual soul's personality, as I have specified unto you
before.
Out of the hearts of man came the cry for one to be sent, and one was sent
and called in corruptibility to walk partially corrupt but above normality in
corruptibility, and walk straight forward unto the last moment into the fulfillment
and culmination of incorruptibility to bear a body inseparable form Divinity, to
have, and to hold, and to show upon this earth and globing of mundanity,
corporeality, and materiality that one could be apparent in appearance, physical
reality, helpful service and endeavorment toward engenderment of the soul, and yet
possess a body not like unto yours but rather one glorified.
And what is the glorified body but one that has attuned so distinctly through
soul and spirit-self as to be allowed the grace of the gift to manifest unto the
beloved ones of His life, and for the fulfillment of the start of His mission of
teaching love and peace in a form and surrounded with that that appeared to be
physical, though it was glorified and not physical when first it came and was
apparent in appearance unto the earth, who sat with Him and lingered in anguish
and spoke with Him of the forthcoming prophecies. Who came forth and stood by
and sat by and laid by Sananda upon the nights of deep thought that preceded
Gethsemane's entrance into truly the garden known as Gethsemane and into the
continuous state of actual events that preceded [Mat 26:36].
It was the three that were held in strictest confidence, but one of the three
parties in all reality to keep his mind pure, and to keep down his temper, and to
keep down his nervous tendency, and to keep down and away the acts that he
might cause to culminate in the non-ability to fulfill the prophecies, thus, to teach
the lesson, as did he almost smiting the ear from the guard that came into
Gethsemane, was Peter [Mat 26:51], led away for a few short moments in a few
short nocturnal hours with a Master Teacher, there to leave with him that that he
called the most beloved, "the man after my own heart", yea, John the beloved one.
That I knew, that I existed as, that I portrayed, that I fulfilled in, that I neglected
still, that I must be humiliated in for non-accomplishment, more and farther than
could I. And the other sat with me with an arm upon my shoulder, sharing a
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mantle, for walked with me was none other, Daniel, than my brother, James, taken
into the strictest confidence of the laws, and of the prophecies, and of the outcome
and not only of the occurrences that would take place in the next few days and
hours [Mat 26:37].
And who fed us forth into the world from the womb by the seed of a father,
out of Zebedee that stood with a group of women at the scene upon Calvary,
Golgotha [John 19: 17], as it was known first. For as He was placed upon it, and as
He died, and as Mary, the beloved mother, that knew not at that moment whether
she accepted fully, completely, and holy or not, went forth up it to see him and bid
him farewell, she and all others called it Golgotha, the place of the skull, which
when transition occurred, it would be, as it had been for others. For the skull is
empty of consciousness, empty of life, empty of even the reflections that earth and
materiality, corporeality and the things that you see about you in physical
manifestation might have filled it.
It was a skull when she walked up to bid him farewell. But who walked up
with her as she walked up the hill of Golgotha, the Mother of One? She was
accompanied by a mother, also. And, beloved children, it was my mother and the
mother of James, Mary Salome. She came forth to see the man that I loved and
that we both, her sons, followed, and to comfort a woman bereaved that was the
Mother of He that was being sacrificed [John 19:25]. But she could not grieve
openly for fear that the grief would destroy the perfection and the beauty that He
had instigated, devised and depended upon in transition. Though she swooned,
never, truly, was a flood of tears upon her face out of her eyes--Mary, the woman
who walked up the hill of Golgotha.
A rose bloomed within the country and the town and the surrounding, and it
was a beautiful rose that bloomed, like unto these, but even more perfected in
symbology, for it was a rose red with sincerity, love and devotion, but that could
change at will into white that is purity, tinged with yellow, which was Deity. And
one man in his ignorance, and a multitude of those in ignorance, and the Pharisees
that were being repudiated and finding in each action rebuttal because of this man
that was a teacher of peace, the _Prince of Peace, said to be their offense, unto these
followers and he in particular said these words, "Lo, what good thing can come
forth out ofNazareth [John 1:46], let alone what good thing save royalty can spring
up and be in Judea?"
But it was a rose, a rose that at the last turned into a lily, the symbolically
given example of resurrection. For once its seed of bulbous nature is placed within
warm and tended soil, given the food for nourishment, protected from the cold,
from the heat, it will in each year, annually, come forth saying, "I am the
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resurrection and the life, and I am white, and I am purity and upon my stamen and
deep within the funnel of my being is the golden orangen hue." The orange of the
saffron robe that Nicodemus had his sister weave for the great Teacher, Sananda.
A robe likened to no other robe; not like unto the priests' robes, for this robe of
saffron color had only one opening and this was for the head and the rest draped
about his body. And the yellow upon the stamen of the lily, the spirituality, as was
born in the aura toward the end of this that fulfilled in His mission, becoming the
Master of the globing and the Teacher in mastership of peace, but the world did not
learn.
And His second lesson was love, but they learned it not, either. So was it
unto I that He called, then, "beloved" and assigned me that He left, to wait for Him
in spirit within the upper room upon the globing for many years even after the
ascension. And, behold, beloved ones, for centuries since, awaiting and awaiting,
that in this time, not in flesh but in spirit, manifesting through a channel of flesh,
eventually to become at-one with his flesh; as with Daniel-Zacharias, he that was a
brother unto me, and learned almost the same lessons of love but could not
understand my love for the Master nor accept it for what it was and at its face
value, would return in the flesh to speak through a channel, eventually blend into
becoming at-one with that channel, that together might we, I, first, and he,
supporting me, still sharing his cloak with me for the coldness of night and his arm
still around my shoulders, teach a lesson of love intrinsic and bring to your
awareness by exemplification, by words, by connotations, by showing you and by
manifesting in each and every possible way a glimpse as to which direction,
beloved ... beloved ... beloved ... beloved children, you must walk and take one step
toward to see, or hold, even one precious part of not love, but Infinite Love.
Thus was my mission named for me in that time. But in all times that
preceded for James and me, we were separated and yet together, together yet
separated, distant though close, close though distant, touched, never touched but
always touching. And the lives that would come afterwards for us would teach us
how in this time to bring the family gathering of my beloved children and those
chosen and beloved of the higher ones together, to start and lay a framework and
be a heart, be the organ of sustenance for the entire system of the body of the
Christos that shall in its time, which is not distant, beloved ones, become, be, and
exist as the body of the Christos--Jerusalem anew, the golden Jerusalem promised,
promised ... promised and soon to be fulfilled.
And what shall the heart be? Alexandria shall be the heart, and the limbs
shall grow out from it, and a body of health, vigor and virility, being virile in
nature, shall be the existent city that shall be made and prepared and shall in its day
of glorification, when it is a glorified body receive unto it the glorified body that
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was seen by Mary in a garden [John 20:16-17]. Not the glorified body that was
seen in the upper room, but an even more glorified body of at-onement that shall
descend upon the Bridge to Freedom unto the City of Jerusalem and walk again
through the twelfth gate that since His entry has been sealed, for the stone shall fall
away. Triumphantly shall the children, and the White One leading them, walk
through the twelfth gate. But this is but a step for through the gate will they walk
into a city that no longer is as it was. This is to be but a sign for Jerusalem shall
truly be built by and for the chosen around Alexandria that shall be throbbing,
pulsating, beating, life-giving force and organ for the body of the new Jerusalem.
Symbology is deep. "Lo, may they understand, precious, Holy One."
And upon the days that come, before those that marked this one [Good
Friday] that you have gone through thinkingly or little thinkingly in consciousness,
was it that many miracles were shown and upon Mt. Olive's sacred brow all but
one gathered forth. But He that would undergo the ordeal of all ordeals, my
beloved one that called me "Beloved" and called no other "Beloved" and truly
connotated its meaning as so, spent the night in prayer all alone. If only the
seekers that seek discipline and seek discipleship, and have not voiced their desire
to do so unto me, would take the -first step of spending such a night alone. Know
that this was given symbolically and unto you a lesson, that if you would only steal
away in some portion of the night or of the d ay, you would find that you could
acquire no greater pay than in opening to the new and bright day and all alone.
And still do the words ring. Several ring within my soul that never shall I
lose. For these were the times that I learned greatest except for the time that I saw
the fulfillment that broke a physical heart even now has not unto this moment been
repaired in soul and spirit, for I lost that that was my own, only to find Him again.
But so many days stretched between losing Him and seeing Him again, and so
many years between that sighting and His ascension, and so many centuries has it
been that I and James have awaited. James, that he might see Him and know Him,
and say, "Lord, I believe." And I, that I might run forth to Him, welcomed by His
arms, loved by a love such as never had I found and never in that life would I even
seek to find, for I know that it could not exist.
Great Rabbi, Wise Counselor, Teacher of teachers, Prince of Peace, this is
the thing that came out of Nazareth as a rose. And the Pharisees said, "What good
thing?" You are your own savior and your own redeemer, but by the example of
the teachers that mastered life can you be redeemed. But, at least, call Him Master
and Lord of Lords in this earth. Only in this century that you are living, only
within the last year, only in the beginning state, only superficially shown as yet,
only touched upon, greatly discussed, greatly feared, each having to give up their
way of existence and attune unto the other is it that the love, known in Jerusalem
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that seemed to be momentarily separated upon the hill as Mary walked up
Golgotha [John 20:25], been born again and existed. Lo, unto those that know of
which and of that that I am speaking; lo, unto the symbol interpreters, the seers; lo,
unto the prophets that can ask and can receive. How long shall it be till this love I
am mentioning exemplifies, exists as or even supersedes the Love 'taught by the
Galilean, manifested unto the I when I was called "Beloved", and shown unto the
world by He that was to teach peace? Only in love can peace be achieved.
If you seek then peace and love, you seek all things. But if you love
superficially, and cannot know the thoughts of that which you love enough to make
your way around the problems that they might create for themselves or you might
for them, make your way around that which might scare them and make them
insecure, if you cannot do this, if you cannot let the dead past bury its dead [Luke
9:60], particularly, if it will hinder, cause fear, anxiety within your beloved. If you
cannot do this, you shall find no peace, nor be able to give peace, nor shall you
love or be in love, nor shall you be loved, nor shall either or each or
simultaneously together, the two ever reach anything likened to "Infinite Love".
At the cross her station keeping
Stood a mournful mother inwardly weeping
For the Son, whose side, pierced by a sword,
Had started seeping,
That soon would close His eyes in sleeping,
To love and to die within the prophecies keeping,
To be a wine in the first vineyard in a vat,
For two thousand years still steeping.
Near this cross with a broken heart stood a soul afraid yet knowing her son,
thus being pulled apart, that had not the way to even bring Him down, to pull out
the nails, or to lift off the crown, let alone find someone to carry Him in a cart. But
did her worry turn to fear for this one that suckled at her breast and unto her was
dear? Nay, for she was hailed by another son given by then dying saying, "This is
my beloved one [John 19:26-27]."
John, take her forth unto your home
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And give her that that shall sustain
And know, Beloved, that my love for you
Must ever within be retained.
For once she was mine, a mother, my own,
Yet I know that parents are but His and to us loaned.
Beloved, so blessed are you this day
, For your life is but begun,
Is but started and is new,
She will walk and you will support all along her way
And, Beloved, once you had one mother now you have two.
And when it was finished all was provided that each and every prophecy be
fulfilled. And he that came by night opened and received and behold, feared not
what others would say or that that others would see, and came with his sister and
brought clean linen. And in the daylight hours that were shadowed and shaded by
darkness, valiantly, with the help of our disciplic hands, took Him down and
wrapped Him and placed Him that He might rest [John 19:38-42]. Behold, in that
time ended the statement prophetically given, "Behold, the Son of Man shall own
not nor have a place to lay His head. Behold, shall His blood be a sacrament and
sacrifice with water unto the people redeeming. Behold, out of the house of David
shall one come. Behold, one cometh after me of whom I am unworthy to unlace
His sandals."
You know it not, but in this life two have been given forth, and one now
stands in and upon a level that repeats for, behold, the Son of Man attuned unto
Spirit is nigh. And the Son of Man owns not nor finds a place to, without fear or
insecurity, lay His head. The life's blood of His being mixed by the water that
perspires from flesh is redeeming in that it teaches, enlightens, illumines, and is a
sacrament of free-giving love unto you and all [John 19:34]. And behold, likened
to David's small frame and youth, but with great inner strength and guidance is he
come forth and likened to being out of the house of David, for He is out of the
stock of David. This is why unto the beloved and unto he that I am in reference to,
particularly, came the call in the long ago, "David, David, build me a temple [2 Sa
7 :5]. II
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And also is it in this recycling, reiteration of teachers' manifestation,
differing but simultaneously similar, that but few even of the chosen and of the
existent ones in the world that know themselves to be h'aughty and cannot see the
humility and humbleness as a child must be theirs if they are to enter the kingdom.
And those whose richness and riches must be packed upon the back of a camel, the
camel of humility that could easily go through the eye of a needle simply by
kneeling down in reverence and humility but cannot if it's back is laden with the
riches of materiality, corporeality, and mundanity [Luke 18:25].
These that consider themselves close unto the two, but close unto the one
that is given unto you, and is forfeited like and is dying daily, as did Paul, for you
and the world and the ministry, that that you speak of and wave your tongue about
in gossip, that that you denounce and at the same time proclaim according to the
tragic and whimsical and capricious air of your mind, lo, no matter who you are,
what you have been, or what you shall be and what is your destination or, cosmic
man, if you ever reach it. Whether you stand now in a street of clay, and tomorrow
shall stand in Alexandria herself, you are unworthy unless you are guided by direct
perception, never in darkness, always illumined with a Hand of the Divine guiding,
with a Hand that is always leading over life's dark, troubled seas. And by this
Hand you are safely guided around those that in negative aspects would seek to be.
Through life guided by this Hand
Around and over each and every care
And by this Hand daily protected
From the tempter and his snare,
And only those that know, oh how sweet it is
In knowing your part and your place in the Plan Divine
And walk each moment holding on
And with this Hand of the sublime.
Lest you are this and more then are you even symbolically, and I've spoken
each word and each sentence and each meaning this evening in symbols,
symbolically; unless you are this and more then, beloved children, though you be
beloved and above all others and chosen, still are you unworthy to untie the laces
that bind in sandals he that has come after the Great One and he that has come
seeking after you that you might grow and progress. Think about it for a moment.
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Where do stand? Where stand those about you? Where stand the two that are
given and yet give more than are they given?
There is more power within this room, upon this eve, than ever has there
been and ever shall and will there be. Shall you use it, children? Scoff at it and
open wide the doors and portals and allow it to go away and escape? This is your
choice. For upon this eve marks a day and marks an end of a cycle, marks an era
and marks an element. For I have led, and I have guided, and I have directed, and I
have brought you unto that that you are, given you that that you have, and all along
have I asked that you allow me to do half and you fulfill the other, not for my glory
but for your own growth and for the fulfillment of your individual missions in
accomplishment of Alexandria and of other medias. But I have done it all for you.
Even when you have moved out on your own, lo, I and others have had to
implant the thought, the how and the why, and the when within your mind. Upon
this day forth for a "spell" as you would call it, for a time and for an element must
you work in physical reality, corporeality, mundanity and materiality upon your
own to show not only the I but the others that are depending upon you that you
can. For I have prodded you to prophesy; I have prodded you to heal; I have
opened your eyes that you might see and bathed them with tears, that they might be
pure in their seeing. I have impressed you, overshadowded you, implanted within
you that you might clairvoyantly speak manifesting. I have opened you forth and
had others work with you to open you and enter into your body, and all you have
had but to do is to open your mouth without fear and, behold, allow the glory of the
spheres to ring.
I have prodded; I have pushed; I have shown; I have directed. Now for a
short time either do so this eve, or for this short time work at these things upon
your own, for I cannot make a prophet out of you, nor can I make a teacher out of
you, nor can I make a healer out of you, nor can I show you the marvelous
mysteries if you do not seek to see them. And if you do not seek to be these other
things then you can never be made to. But if you have come forth this far, and this
far safely, and with such enrichment to and in your life, follow it and allow it to
lead you safely home. And pray forth:
"Lead me gently home, Father, 0 Great One,
Lead me forth as gently as you can home,
Until life's toils are ended and parting,
Days with those I see about me are gone.
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When sin, when error, when negativity
Shall no more tempt me and
Never from your side shall I roam
Until this time, lead me, Father,
0 Great One, Lead me gently home.
Lead me home soon
Lest I fall by the wayside,
Lead me gently home
And ifl fall put me back
Upon the roadway by your call
And call me not a loss.
Please forgive my erring fall
And hand back unto me my cross".
My mother was a mother of mothers that comforted and walked and stayed
with a mother of all the world. The mother of James and John was the strong
figure that added strength to the mother of all. But when she added this strength
she was not the mother of all for the true strength was Judy of the Essenes, for
Mary, the mother of Sananda, had not decided yet and did not until later. She
walked up the hill of Golgotha as the mother of one, she stood there at His feet
looking into His dying face, dying to this world, transcending from this world from
a corruptible body that has been changed by elevation and transmutation into a
seemingly incorrupt body, and became the mother of two--one dying son and one
living son [John 19:26-27], but walked down the hill, not of Golgotha the skull, but
down the hill of Calvary as the mother of all forever.
For she, symbolically, had been the mother and would ... and would live as
the mother and be unto man a symbol of motherhood in its purest form even
though corrupted. Each is corrupted and corruptible and achieves incorruptibility.
Each is mortal but achieves immortality. But still would she exemplify "mother"
unto man.
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And I say this forth unto you, Daniel-Zacharias, that this night can you bear
a message if you seek it. If you falter by the wayside, you shall walk awhile
without my pushing and prodding you. When the others looked upon the mount
and they looked to see, they first saw a man glorified and shining that they knew as
their master. It was your eyes and my eyes, the eyes of James and the eyes of
John, that saw the other two, Moses and Elisa [Mark 9:4], transfiguring in the
transfiguration to prove strength. And in the ascension, not the first ascension for
this was but meaningless, and by love but ascended unto the astrals and returned to
wait for His beloved mother, to, at her death and in the time of her death, ascend
arm in arm embraced with her. It is then that though many watched at a bedside
for her ascension, though a great distance separated and a nearness was there, our ,
eyes of great distance and clairvoyant seeing, we together, separated but always
near, never touching but touching and being touched, we were the ones that saw
them both ascend. The others did not see it as so. So shall we fight the battle and
win the lost at any cost.
And I say this unto each, look forth around you in the world that is a part of
you and you a part of it, for the fields are white and ripened unto harvest [John
4:35]. The seekers are seeking but know not where or how to seek. And so
quickly comes the night! Beloved children, all that know and are initiated upon
any level must be ready, for the night cometh and there is much work to do. Not
only do you have your individual missions but there is a task for you to do.
For men are dying in darkness
And in fear,
And souls are crying in distress,
And these are dear.
Will you not lead the ones that you can to wholeness of body, mind, and soul
and into at-one-ment, from the darkness to the light, to freedom, and being found
out from slavery and being lost? Truly, if you love man and mankind and love
God, you must perceive and realize. Will you not seek these, find these, and try to
touch, winning them? Won't you lead them the way of the cross? And by the way
of the cross I mean not through the orthodoxy of a so-called attitude of
Christianity, but of Christosdom and awareness of His mastery, for the cross is but
symbolic. The upright beam is man upon earth, stabilized and mounted in earth,
reaching and growing upward through the cosmic and the astrals to the highest
point and brilliance of the sun that is the Deity.
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And the crossbeam is but the division point between man's awareness,
contribution and true unadulterated, wholehearted association with mundanity and
materiality, and above it is association just as so with spirituality.
Work for the night is coming,
Work forth and toil through the heat and the sun,
For I would not tell you an untruth,
And the night is surely coming
When man's work shall be done.
Work early in the morning,
While the dew is sparkling upon the flower,
And work in the evening when the sun is setting,
When the colors of the sunset show transiting power,
Only to be resurrected in pure power upon the morning.
Work, beloved children, even though for a while I shall not prod you to
build Alexandria, to have Her, to give me a pillow upon which to lay my head and
that through which we speak lovingly and the other, or any comfort or any
concern, and work forth though I cannot prod you any more than saying as was
said before, "David, David, build me a temple [2 Sa 7:5]." Work toward being at
one that you might say "I and the Father exist as His Force and the Son." And
work through the heat of the physical sun to become the true son of man and of
spirit. Work through the heat of the sun. Work swiftly for the night is coming,
symbolically, when man's work shall be done. All that have been given a gift, my
beloved children, on this night are you given power, for the Holy One has already
walked among you and touched many of you, and shall be present and blanket and
spread the blessings of power from on high upon each head.
And it shall fall in cloven tongues of fire upon you as it did once before my
eyes in an upper chamber [Acts 2:3] when He came and asked for fish and wine
and walked through a door, He that I loved most and that loved me. It is up to you
whether you use it or not, whether you go and you are driven by the power that is
given here, or whether you face for this short spell or time the charismatic
manifestation upon your own power only. Flee from materiality; for lo, have I said
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this, take materiality and make it work for you, do not work for it. And if you will
but treat it as a hobby, all shall be given unto you if you but wait patiently for it to
be. Set aside and set up, to be given it shall be, but even some can be possessed
and obsessed by their hobby, thus they lose the whole plan of track. Do not err this
way, beloved ones.
And I say unto many here, you bear gifts that you know not for there is a
child bearded and sitting with a shirt that is striped and pants or trousers that are
also. You have heard the teacher teach as he, gathered upon a mount and in the
beatitudes of the beautific utterances, gave the beatitudes. "Blessed are they ... "
"Blessed are they and so on and so forth [Mat 5:1-11]." And you were not a
believer but upon that day believed. And the woman that had silently sneaked
away from her riches and her husband and from he that governed, stood by you,
her head veiled and her face veiled, and when she saw the change that occurred in
you, a commoner, she also accepted and she wept joyously and returned to a harem
but could not speak too openly of these things, and later did you prophesy.
And before I heal shall there be questions and shall I show unto two souls
here the meaning of the light in the hand and around the body. But I say,
"Blessed ...blessed be this day, for all the power that can be brought is given in this
chamber and room in this time. You have but to use it." If you do not build
Alexandria in the period that you are given to do so upon your own, those that
teach you have advised that no longer am I to pressure, and I and they and a few of
you shall take ·Her and walk Her back to her tomb, lay Her down, and put Her to
sleep. And after your transition and ascentive flight unto higher planes, the world
shall be ignorant and not know these things, but it shall be no more ignorant than it
1s now.
If you would but work upon your own and make distinctive decisions upon
your own for the greatest benefit of all, only with a veto vote of power of he that I
have chosen to speak for me in flesh and with the concurrent abilities of that that
James has chosen to be a brother unto, that that I have chosen also to speak in
conference about these things, could you move quickly, could you fulfill and could
again then I advise you upon fulfilling all missions. And I have but this to say, "A
glorified body stands in this presence and is unseen and is the glorified body of the
Holy Spirit." And as Sananda, as you know and knew him to be Jesus of Nazareth,
the son of the carpenter, Jesu, the Christos, the Rabbi, the Teacher, the rabble
rouser, finally bore a glorified body.
When it first was given unto Him it was new and He knew not its strength
for its power was as the power in my hands when I heal, and the power and energy
that surrounds this table. This is why I have these that are sitting around and near
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me at this table for they have grown accustomed to this power light and energy and
it does not acutely affect them, but it would affect one new to it. So in saying was
it when He appeared in the garden and unto Mary that He knew in His heart, cared
and that He love in a way, who wanted to run forth to Him to kiss His feet, to hold
Him, as so many times had she bathed His feet and dried them with her hair and
anointed His head with oil even when Judas rebuked her when Iscariot cared more
for the oil than for the anointing of the live body that soon would be dead [John
12:3-5], did the Master and the Lord of my love say unto her about the same
energy, light and force that is surrounding this table and in my hands, "Touch me
not for I have not yet ascended unto the Father [John 20:17]."
This was but to stop her, for what was truly meant is "I am in a glorified
body surrounded by the Holy Spirit and His Light. To touch me would be to die,
as it would be to die to look upon the face of God, as did Moses [Ex 33: 11], for the
electricity would burn you and sever all of the organs from their system." But later
when He learned to control it that it no longer was dangerous did Thomas even
touch His hands, His wrists and His side in order to say, "Lord I believe [John
20:27-29]." "I am the resurrection and the life [John 11:25]." You, beloved ones,
are the resurrection and the life. He that taught to be this is this resurrection and
the life. Can you not see and say this? And have you not been able to walk close
and say, "I and the Father are one [John 10:30]." Allow the Holy Spirit to work
with you and greater will be all that has been great unto you.
You shall be persecuted, beloved ones, but this but makes strength for in
conflict there is growth. But I will allow none to spiritually harm those that I have
brought up and raised up almost unto spiritual perfection, and they shall reach this
perfection level when they manifest completely and fully and wholeheartedly, and
when they can release materiality and bid farewell to it. And those that hold them
to it, or make them respond engendering in it are those that are pushing themselves
back away from spirituality and will have to fight dually hard to step into the place
that they stood upon when they first started to force them into it. Fear not all
things nor anything, for I would not lead you astray nor asunder.
For I have come not, as He, my beloved one, came not to change the law but
to fulfill the prophecies and to show you the prophecies and interpret the
prophecies. Put the law upon your side and then go forth ministering. If this was
in mundanity, corporeality, materialism, a matter that needed to be corrected would
have been corrected yesterday. But how long shall it be until all is made right that
my beloved ones can without fear and in freedom go and do the bidding of the
Spirit and be about their Father's work?
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And I have spoken all these things that I have in symbols, Danus, and these
symbols you know and I have asked you many times to interpret unto the two, and
you do so, but superficially. You must set them down and interpret in detail that
they might know; for lo, it is time that all know, but they first and you, for there
shall be many things that will try to pull them apart and come between them.
Each is weak in different ways and strong in different ways, and that that can
separate them shall come four times. Any one of the four times or the four purges
can end the work, and for one of them, can end the consciousness of mentality for
no longer shall mental ability be and soon after shall vegetation occur and then
death, if not before life be taken by his own hands. And the other, that so
willingly concedes to so many things without thinking of them, shall continue but
shall reach again the track and stand upon the road that he walked toward before I
met him upon that roadway and told him of the road sign that lies just around the
curve and lay for him just ahead.
And the end of the mission is the end of my life and the killing of my soul
and of my love associated with, likened to and surrounding, for the world is dark.
And I say but this, "I lost one upon this day that never has been replaced, and I
loved only one." Do not tell me that you can love two or more as equally. Do not
tell me that those that are brought together and reunited to love upon the levels,
responding in the cycles, can love more than one another. For the moral law, the
archaic law realized this fundamentality and it was a truism that has been reported
otherwise and extortionately used. Upon this day did I lose Him, yet did I know
Him more, and you shall resurrect as did He, as have I, as has each many times.
But I'm speaking of the grand resurrection, for you will have the glorified
body in the city of oneness, Jerusalem the Golden personified, with the White One.
And upon this resurrection morning
When the last trumpet of the times is blown
And rifts its call across the breezes,
You will have a new body,
You will have a new life,
You will have a new home.
Graves burst forth open,
The sainted ones arising
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In heavenly beauty all around,
The glory of His face shall light the city
And the joys of the people
Shall be free and never bound.
What a hallelujah morning
When each is free from earthly strife,
Beloved, you shall have a new body,
You shall live in a new day,
You shall have a new life.

'

You shall have a new life,
You shall have a new home in glory
Where the redeemed of God stand,
There will be no more sorrow, no more strife,
And in His likeness shall you ever be glad,
But you will have a new body and a new life.
Student: Tim asked for the clarification of the confirmation ...
TaPa: It is of truth that the blending is there but the evidentuality is given
that the visitation was had that it is a blending of the two. One is stronger upon the
days of Thor, called Thursday, than it is the other affected upon any other day or
eve. But it shall be smooth and shall be, for the prophecies made were uttered in
truth. Within three years shall the change of voice be evident, shall the change in
your start. Within the gatherance of five years shall you be able to acquire and
have that desired, but you could have it even more quickly if you did not succumb
unto it as readily as do you and if time was not a thing that you watched and
measured yourself and others, and if somehow the souls of those chosen could be
free from materiality.
And, beloved ones, fear not incarceration nor loneliness, for to be separated
from those that hamper, hinder, or involve you, and as you seek to build dignity to
be separated from those that would take the dignity from you, familiarity breeding
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contempt. Fear not to do as instructed. But I cannot force you, but without it you
shall walk slower and possibly a different road; and possibly not at all, for it must
be that these things be had for they were known by the ancient--all of the secrets of
the elements--of how to bring about the power of the ministry, as I have given unto
you these things.
I was given forth to be near and nigh unto Sananda, and one is given forth to
be unto you near. Is this not enough, or have you chosen wrongly and unjustly
and unwisely? Is it that you must desire more things, more different kinds of love,
security, and basic essentials that another and another or any other be as important
as you have personified, implied and drawn to you? It is, beloved one, that you are
not happier and more fulfilled than ever fulfillment has drawn nigh unto you? You
are silly in being fearful and doubtful of the longevity of that given unto you, and
promised unto you, and deserved by you, for it shall stand forever if you but share
and do your part, returning that that is given in a seemingly similar way.
Yea, you have been asked to change but so has each changed and so must
each change, for in change is accomplishment and progression and movement. So
therefore, be not dismayed. Change to be as that that would make you more
desirable and fulfilling unto the one, unto the all, but unto the one firstly. And
watch all others change, and the one change for all others. But for you and the one
in particular, the life I've led you to, prodded you toward is a life of easiness and of
greatest magnitude in its service, for never shall you die, as never shall any. But
never shall your name die until the death of all that exists.
For as was stated, you know and have found he that will mark most heavily,
Danus, a mark of importance in this century. And because of a closeness in
association the other cannot help but mark alongside. Yea, are they fortunate, as
each is fortunate, for they are those that you care for so readily. But what is being
fortunate in comparison to your good fortune in knowing the two greatest minds,
the greatest servers, greatest mission, fulfillers in the century and of time
innumerable. How can it be equalized, and be not one of the four? Even if in
ignorance comes a call from two throats supposedly gilded but often subdued
saying, "yea, yea", let yours be "nay and no", for upon your conscience never
could you carry the load of even the possibility of the symbology symbolically laid
and interpreted within your mind, soul consciousness.
Student: The question on the manifestation of a vision.
TaPa: Seek ye not? Fear ye to do so?
Student: I don't understand the manifestations I've had the last ...
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TaPa: I know that that you have had of your master teacher and of many
other things, and of the lights. And I have said this eve that I will show you of the
block of light in the hand for you will see it as a block of light whereas the one
sitting toward the back, that wears the color similar to regality upon the legs and
the pants that they are called, that has the twinkle in her eye, shall see not the block
of light. But the light surrounds the table, and particularly that that surrounds my
hand shall contain the block of light that you shall see, Mildred. The other is but
natural for one coming in the side and having, as I've said, the veil lifted, which is
the veil between dimensions. Lo, no one can teach truly until it is lifted and they
grow accustomed unto that that they see beyond the veil. Worry not of it or even
think of it, but look at it, analyze it, enjoy it, for others cannot see it.
Student: The other concerns the translation of the inner planes tongue
during the reading.
TaPa: Who asked the question? It is of truth, what did you receive? Not
that I would baptize you, but that you were baptized. And it was but as one
anointing another. That anointed looks down at the feet of he that holds a staff and
a small crock of oil in his hand, and anoints this oil upon the head. You look not
into the face while you are being anointed but as soon as the oil starts to run upon
your scalp, then you tum your face up into the face of he that anoints you that the
oil might run across your eyes and over your face. Baptism is so and such. One
receives the baptism of the Holy Spirit but receives it again and again and more,
and to show them more and more. Such is it and so is it.
For as it was said in long ago times, in just a few days after this one in date,
"Go ye forth into the city of Jerusalem and there you shall find a man carrying
upon his shoulder a crock of water, and nearby shall be an ass tied, and take and
bring this that I might enter into the city [Mat 21 :2]." And after this was specified
in a few days after even the time was forthcome was it said, "Dwell ye in
Jerusalem, go ye into an upper chamber and there await that I might come unto you
[Mark 14:12-15]."
And I ask differently as I have always asked, for I ask that one called Luna
stand here; one called J. Berry; I ask for Danus to stand flat and flush against the
table facing outward in that direction; and I ask for one called Durwood to make it
four, standing at the table, looking and watching; and I ask those that love the child
through which we speak and know the I for that that I truly am that you peel your
eye and watch that no harm be for harm's sake. And I say forth unto the multitude
of you that there is not one here that cannot be healed of their own selves for there
is not truly the afflicted. For you have but brought very infrequently the truly
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afflicted, thus the manifestations of the healing are not as visual often as could they
be.
In a semicircle, broken in the middle, comprised of Mildred, comprised of
my chelic friend, and of Hazel that heals, and of Margie, I want them here. But
before they move from their seats, as I have said, before I heal I will show in my
hand unto, Mildred, that she might be of more and greater use when she steps up
here to be in the surrounding circle of light and healing the block, one called
Bailey said, could be seen in the hand in my palm. And I ask that the one with the
twinkle in the eye look at the light surrounding the hand for it shall grow in
intensity as never you have seen it grow, and the streaks that you have been seeing
across the room are but the verifications of the electricity that feed and are fed
forth from the Holy Spirit, for now I am placing it there and making it be.
Tell me, Mildred, when your physical eyes can see it.
Mildred: I see it, TaPa.
TaPa: Is it not as she described it?
Mildred: I can't answer that but I see it.
TaPa: When you check in her script you will see that it is true.
TaPa: The one with the twinkle in her eye as I have said, can you not see the
light that surrounds me but is different from that that surrounds my hand?
Student: Yes.
TaPa: Blessed and beloved are you, child. Do not leave me for you are a
strength unto me, and many of my strengths are not present.
But greater is the power in the room this eve and has it ever been. James but
awaits to speak. The cloak of Samuel is worn by one. The tongue of the inner
plane is placed within many mouths and the interpretation of it. Healing is made
manifest. Inspiration is within many that they might speak in testimony; and lo, is
the charismatic gift of love and charity made manifest, and I shall show you how
much it is made manifest before I leave
Come, ye disconsolate, however languished. Come ye forth, for the power
that is given unto me shall I share with you, for you_ have but allowed a pull from
you; all that you have dispensed is returned.
Ye of little faith? Ye of great belief? Ye that unto has been proved
everything over and over that you might know, that held a painting once of mine,
that held my tapes as you call them, that guards the books for my children, that was
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the alpha of Alexandria returned, blessed are you, blessed ...blessed, and you know
not how much nor shall you.
And one standeth by you giving the name of Jim. Do you know of whom
I'm speaking?
Student: Yes, TaPa.
And he is of youth and with him is an animal that he fears no longer, nor
does he despise, nor does he wish any to despise. And he calls it a mount though
he never called a horse a mount before. And he points ... he points lovingly to a
stirrup that once hung his foot. Do you know of this?
Student: Yes, TaPa.
And he says, "Mother, Mother, I went and I was afraid, but fear has ceased
and I'm happier here because here I can see and I can know all the things that you
can't. And I can still see all of you, and I'm still with Mary quite a bit though she's
gone far away." As the old wise one, (and he is in reference to me) told Mary long
ago, you are healed, child, by your faith and by your will, by your love and by my
love for you.
One that I know not, one that I know, that I have stood a thousand years for,
that I have spoken through the mind unto. One beloved because you are beloved
of Martha, and Martha is one of my beloved and most beloved, and she is that that
received knowledge and wisdom through the baptism. Make your own life happy,
child, allow it not to touch or affect you, for in this day you can be set free by the
grace of the Most High and you can camp in Canaan's land in consciousness. Be
healed, out of darkness into the light, and I cast out from you that that erroneously
has held you captive.
And unto one, be secure in the age that comes upon you and accept it and
know it. You are one that in your life is balanced for you have a life that is
balanced between two.opposing factors that now you have stabilized, and you have
chosen wisely and well for your growth in this time. And oh, ye that has stood in
the framework of Judaism for many lifetimes, open wide the portals and play the
soul's music slowly and softly, for you shall and you have received this night many
things, and from your body, from your mind and out of your soul be cast in this
moment spontaneously that that has made you afraid, you are free by the grace of
the Most High, and you will know this to be of truth.
Those that standeth near must help them back for as I touch there is growth
of power, and the next and those that proceed shall almost be knocked to their
knees as they touch me for the power grows greater in strength. But the little ones
of great kindness shall I not touch for fear that it harm you. And I say this, "Great
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have been your days; great shall be the remainder." Your contribution that you
have made unto life is so multifaceted that no one shall know it, but it is in your
artistry, in your love, and in the life that you have lived and shown unto the others
that you have made their lives. You have been a teacher--a teacher who painted, a
teacher who wrote, a poetic teacher, a teacher of life, a teacher of love. And there
is one that stands behind you that worked with something associated with
electricity, to dams build with locks, to water, rivers, lakes and the like and
communications of a sort. Martha, do you know of that that I am speaking?
Martha: Yes.
He is as creative as you. You were born to be together, and you have never
forgotten him nor he you, and you have paid him tribute many times in thought, in
deed and in poem. Behold, the power strengthens now and fear not if it knocks
you low or down.
One that has spoken forth unto you, child, speaking of the coronary,
speaking of that that would come unto you and, lo, I say yea and truly will it in
later times but not in that specified, for out of you I cast the thought and tension
that may you be set free and delivered up from this for you have not needs and it
will not and shall not be by a revelator that spoke that you shall suffer any blow in
the coronary region. You are released and set free by your faith, child, by your
faith, but not by your faith alone. Take ye my hand again. It is by the faith of she
that is called Martha, and it is by the love that is growing within you and the
knowledge and the wisdom, and you know the difference of night and day, and of
truth and of truisms, of negativity and lies, and you are seeing it more and more.
Give your other hand forth to Daniel, touch it that the cycle will be
completed. Out of you is cast the infirmity, the tension, and the stress that would
bring forth unto you the thrombosis or stroke-like quality that would afflict you, it
is gone and out and away do I cast it. It is not true that you were told this by one
that sought to tell you many things?
Student: Yes.
Go ye forth.
Of littleness, of smallness, of greatness and of largeness, not for long have
you been near and/or nigh, but longer than you know, closer than you know.
Closer and closer for I must touch your head, the anointing is upon you. May you
be baptized in the Holy Spirit in this time and in this hour, and may you open forth
up unto Him, and may His Will be served through you, child, for you have long
awaited with that that has been like a sister unto you, and continues to go forth
analyzing in her own way and being that that she is and teaching in the way that
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she does. In the tri-unison of the great strength you are given the first taste of
honey that shall trickle down your throat, and you shall sing many glad songs and
speak the glad words of praise when-so-ever you are moved, and when you open
unto that that brought you up and shall never lay you down. Bless you, child, bless
you ... bless you.
And you would worry, and you would care but know that that specified unto
you is divinely given from the knowledge for infinite wisdom that mingles and
blended so well and conducive of conscious mind, child, it shall be. It is, and you
have been he that you thought afore, but in a lesser form infragmented. And,
behold, did you stand in a cavalry association and you called the horse a mount.
So you know of that which I speak?
Student: I think I do.
But I say unto you this of that that you have been told, "Beware, analyze by
the strength given unto you." Discern ye all things, for your ministry shall not be
entrancement as one would say unto you. Nay, child, shall it be and be ye not so
easily led, for I would point the_ way for you long before I would allow another to
point the way for you. But I allowed him, and I have allowed you to go forth that
you might learn, and that when the time is passed when the fulfillment of the
prophecy should and would have been that he might learn of inaccuracy and call
not accuracy the same thing, and allow yourself not to be influenced.
Enter not into the altered state of consciousness, for you are not welcome
there; nor are you to go there; nor are you to be received there; nor are they there,
those that shall and can await to receive you. Let not his words cause you to alter
your state of consciousness, for you are to serve consciously. The cycle change
has brought this, beloved one, that tells a story of men and of my family and of the
Most High, and of the power through portrayal. May you be blessed abundantly.
And you can walk back. You need not stand and look, for the words that heal you
from the inner-planes follow you always.
Child, you must remold, and you must remake yourself Frederick that that
wears red upon the head. Now this, that until you decide you shall linger in the
lowlands, in the shadows; you are to serve, child, by presence, by being present, by
listening, not by losing identity and individualism but by becoming one with the
cause and with the grouping of those that are so likened to you yet are so distinctly
different. Out of you has been cast many things. Your mind has been pulled upon,
your soul has been tempted, your body is being weakened. You have great need to
lose of excessive weight. You have not the will power to do so. "Stop now!"
"Stop in this moment!"
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Stop, and have the will power that shall set you free and bring back into
stabilization and balance emotionally, and that that has great need to be refined
spiritually, simply overbalanced unduly by your non-ability to regulate physical
body. Out of you be cast the desire. Into you the great responsive desire to set
yourself free from the negativity you have drawn about you. Bless you, child,
bless you ... bless you. You are so inadequately infrequent. You must find
stabilization in a way, in a means to provide for you, child. Profession must be
yours. It must be, for there shall not be one to care for you as there is for one or
two that you may have been able to see about you. You shall know later of that
that I speak, and watch your tongue and watch your secrets.
No longer need you to hobble for when you lose that that is within you,
child, shall you be, by the grace of God, set free. You shall, by the grace of He
that brought you forth, that raised you up, that kindles the fire be illumined and
released. You have a pull upon your coronary activity also, and deep within the
digestive system is trouble. At one time there was profuse bleeding from the
source that you have knowledge of. That has ceased with the change that occurred,
through this you have gone, beloved one. You have been purged by life's illnesses,
but blessed by not being afflicted by all of them and in these, the latter years of
your life, you are given time to serve ...time to serve, beloved, and great
opportunity. You have a knowledge and a wisdom, if you but tap it, to know of all
that I have spoken and more. You have but to receive it up and realize it. It is...it
is so true.
(And there standeth by you, Suzanne, one of the youngest. Lo, bless you,
child, for I knew that you would come forth even when you were indecisive. You
shall be stronger, and you shall feel younger than have you before, but lose it not
or allow the negativity to take it back away from you. Though you toddle and
though you will stagger, for a while you are doing so, for you are used to doing so.
When you forget it, it will forget to be with you. It is karmic that you bear it.
Suzanne, do you hear me? Suzanne, do you hear me?) Your healing can reach out
to her and she that standeth there, Margie, do you hear me?
Margie: Yes.
Reach out to me your hand, touch she that is next to you, and you touch this
that is with me. Mildred and Margie, when you back away many you back away
with greater strength, for upon you, Mildred, the mark of peace, and upon you,
Egypt's mark of the male and female of the balance and of eternal life. These two
together are undefeatable. Back you away and be of your service.
One of white hair, age a part of you, love a part of you, child. You have
known love, and you have been loved, and you have tried to show love. Great has
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been your absorption of material for you read, and in your earliness did you read
many things and great has been your mind enriched because of this. You are one
come forth for a specific purpose, and out of your womb is it that a seed of great
importance has come. Do you know of that that I speak? For now it is not, and I'm
speaking in symbology, and ask one of symbols as Daniel, later and afterwards, or
one of symbols as Danus or as Luna, to explain symbols unto you for you have
brought into this world an awareness and a consciousness that has touched another,
and it is as a babe coming from the womb to be spiritually important and
advantageous, not only to you, but to many others. Within your body there ceases
to be that that hinders you. It is gone, child.
Student: Thank you.
You are touched, for He has touched you and made you whole and free, and
lift your hands in praise and feel the energy in the air. "Breathe again! Breathe
again!"
Where forth cometh you, child, you have spent years within the structure of
a church. Where have you been so long and so alone, and yet with others? You
shall not understand but the soul shall know. Led forth are you now into the light,
into the awareness, and into the truth that you have sought through reading and
through prayer and mediation of meditation. It is yours and shall surround you,
and shall walk out with you.
All I ask of those that I have touched is that they testify of that that they have
felt, and of the power of the healing that others might know, and that praise might
be given back unto that that sent forth the Holy One to be with us and to share
these healings.
May you go, child, in peace, light and love.
Out of the land so distant of Persia, of India, and of Egypt, do you bear upon
you the symbol of a combination of India and Egypt. Upon your hand is marked
that not of rings upon fingers but of circlet bracelets that mark identity in the
African lands, and in the land of India. Child, you have no sickness that others can
truly detect and cure, it but comes so infrequently. What is it that you have that
distresses you, for it is connected through the nervous system and often brings
headaches unto you. Is this not true? Say so, loudly.
Student: Yes.
Lean forth that I might touch the back of your head. It is gone. Negativity
led forth your soul astray from the straight and narrow. But forth again unto the
light did you turn, and that that once afflicted you, the Holy One did in this
moment spurn. And I take forth the water that is here, that is given as blood for
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my people and is shared with you, and I mark upon your forehead the sign of both
ways, from earth to the heavens, and the pointbetween materiality and spirituality.
You have lived a strange life and been interested in many things. You know many
things. You love old and ancient things. You have many pieces of seeming
antiquity within your home, is this not true?
Student: Yes, it is.
For I'm seeing into your home now one chair in particular and a table, do
you know of that that I speak?
Student: There are many.
I'm speaking of that that is small in stature for a chair, and is placed toward
the back of the house and is likened unto a lady's chair. And I'm speaking of the
table within a part of the house that once was called the drawing room that is round
to an extent. Bless you, child, for all around you are blessings of the Most High. I
knew you would come forth, and I went unto your home to prompt you to be here.
Allow not your mind, child, to delude you. You are not being placed in
trance nor is this your gift. You are but using a state of meditation and of this
altered consciousness as an escape mechanism. Were you as active in seeking, in
reading, in manifesting and in listening to that that I have told you, in studying the
lessons that I have given forth unto you, in actively engaging within the work of
my children, for long have you attended, could you escape the throes of that that at
first overshadowed you with Paramahansa Yogananda, and could you escape those
that are of great age older than are you, and could you spend for development's
sake of understanding illumination and progression as much time as do you within
the gymnastic associations of that that is involved within your life and the entrance
into a room where steam is given, that delays to come, extent your coming and
being present in this, and could you cooperate in being forever upon time or
slightly before regardless of the circumstances, and that that must be given up, and
could you, therefore, be no longer a hindrance but an added instrument of
instrumentality but allow yourself to be taught these things and learn from within.
Do not go through that that others do for there is a doctor th_at speaks unto
my mind, one that is a teacher, and into his place of teaching did you go and fall
into a state that they could not bring you out of. Lo, is it that I can bring you forth
out of anything and allow you never to go and enter forth into it again. It is but
that you try in my presence to shake all over or to enter forth into such a state, and
you shall be brought out as never have you been brought out, and never again into
any state of altered consciousness shall you seek to go, child. Be led by light and
by the spirit, not by man, not by your desires to be more than you are, only by the
grace that makes you the beautiful thing that you are within. Bless you, and may
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you go forth in peace, for soon, and soothingly and calmly and softly, shall you
enter the gate of my children and be one. You are healed if you seek it, if you
know it, if you believe it, and surely you must for you believe so many things.
Trust me, for never have I erred you. Find me in a lie and I shall cease to exist for
never have any been allowed to say that I have led asunder by malformed
statement of untruth. Go forth, child, you are blessed and healed.
Let this be the last that cometh forth now in the darkened shade with
lightened buttons upon the front of the garment, for I grow weak, I grow tired, and
the way grows drear; but lo, may the light linger near for the work is almost done.
Closer and closer, you know me do you not, for you have heard my voice in
your dreams and speak unto you within your soul? You have but to remember it
for I knew you when your hair was not as blond and when it was blonder, and I
knew you before many changes, and before body weight was as it is but was less
and was greater, and there is a mark in the area of your body where the solar
plexus is. Do you know of this mark that I am speaking? May you be healed, may
you be touched, may you be caressed by the Most High God, surrounded by His
Light.
Take the hand of Daniel that the circle may not be broken. You are healed
this moment, you are healed, and you are given the power and the glory, the
utterance and the understanding, for long have you sought, and now you have
found a way that leads' forth to endless day. The way is bright for continuous is the
light, and you hold the guiding hand for you have found the way, yes, the way.
You have found the way, the bright fulfilling way, "Glory Hallelujah unto all
things." You have found the way and you shall know it more as you leave here
and in the days that follow, for I have known you for ages past. I have been with
you, you have heard my voice, and you have been with me.
Long we have sought one another for a reason that even has not been
prophesied, but I stopped seeking until you reached this level of spirituality. Now
that you have you have found me, you are healed, child, you are healed and have
no reason to hold and need not ever hold fear again in your mind, for all that is
negative in you flees and you, child, have enough wisdom to flee from that that
will harm you or be negative unto your polarity and your growth. Do you know of
that that I speak? Go forth, child.
I have no more strength to give. I am but weak, tired and alone, but I send it
out particularly unto he that wears the lightened jacket upon his body. Give me
your voice tone. Why do you stand? You are healed where you are. Touch my
hands, be not afraid of the power, and be prepared to accept and take. Put your
palms into mine. I have touched you, beloved child, for you have a great need
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within the mind-mentality, soul-spirituality, as well as physical-reality. Confusion
is yours, and may you be strengthened and straightened by the strength given unto
you. Let me mark the palm of your hand that bears witness of your seeing for you
have a hand of wisdom and of great age. Mercury rules you in a lesser degree and
level. Saturn presents itself in transit. Do you know anything of that that I am
speaking? You shall if you but check it, for you are as Janus, you look both
directions that you be not misled. By your faith and my love, and whatsoever level
and kind of love you have given, you are healed through Infinite Love.
I stress again unto those that will interpret and unto he that I have begged
thrice to give the symbols unto those that often misunderstand and hear not all that
I say. No greater love hath mortal man than for a friend, a cause, a reason, a
mission, or for a lesson to die. One that bears this that can be no greater love
balances it by loving in physical-reality, in mind-mentality, and soul-spirituality.
Also as did Sananda, the beloved one, that came forth out of the arms of mercy to
be received back unto them again in a glorified body with a new body and a new
life. And He came forth unto the earth and He touched me, and I, and the others
were chosen, and we were two as one. There was not a third, nor any other.
This personified the love that I have brought message of and laid in your
hearts, and in your minds, and in your path that you will have to see it. So is it that
I was called "the beloved" which enables and entitles me to call you not only
children but beloved children. And within the circle of the beloved, he that I now
call the beloved, deserves the same as was I given by He that called me beloved.
Two as one, no more, no less, no greater love hath mortal man than for a friend to
die, a mission to die, a cause to die, a work to die. But the mission that he is to
fulfill can be stretched out for many years as it is intended, but if he is grieved
enough or hurt enough, disenchanted enough, disillusioned enough, estranged
enough, or made insecure enough, he knows the way to fulfill the mission very,
very quickly and will take the alternate to spontaneous and inspontaneous
regenerative incinerative power ability of ascension.
For this I cannot call upon himself now and at this age, but shall take the
ulterior and the ulterior motive will.push the alternate route upon us. Allow it not
to be. If you love, then you cannot harm. That is, if you love infinitely or a step in
that way. But love as most know it is the kind that hurts for only love can make a
heart know that it is needing and has a will. Only love can make a heart, and only
love can break a heart, and only love can mend one again. But some hearts have
been perfected and sent back unto the world, and if they are ever broken by
insecurity, inharmony of even, Danus, four horsemen that ride upon them when
they are unprotected, even the silver or golden thread of the most revered princess's
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basket in the kingdom of love and majesty can never sew and mend this heart
agam.
So I go forth and as He, transcended, awaited for ascension, laid in a tomb,
came forth in a glorified body, entered the astral and ascended. But before He took
these steps He said, "It is finished [John 19:30]", and before this statement, "My
God, My God, why has Thou forsaken me [Mat 27:46]?" I say unto you at the end
of this cycle, being that for a while I cannot make you manifest and I cannot prod
you to do so, only ask and plead, and allow you to watch me die slowly by your
participation and support of me, my children. "My children, why hast thou even
thought of forsaking me?" And for this evening yet may it not be permanent that I
state this, for I seek to be near you again and again only if you fulfill, and I fulfill,
and can I fulfill, and only if my channel can support me can I be near you.
But may I say this in parting, that for a short time and not for permanence, I
pray this and I say for this gathering, "It is finished", reminding him to speak to
you of the symbols. And from my brow such as this marks and heals and from
yours, also.
No longer are you a woman, no longer are you a child, you are a healer. The
reason for not asking you to stand in the circle is that you are to carry the healing
power here at the table. Leave me not forth alone, child.
Far off in the back there standeth one manifesting that sitteth, but you stand
in spirit though you sit in body. And unto you also, and that that pairs with you is
that that I heard and knew as I watched both of you grow your way together and
apart, knowing that eventually you would be one vine and your vine would grow
into the midst and be one of my children that divided would be two of my children,
for you two have come forth to be two of my children with the family grouping,
but still as one. And it still rings, "Whither thou goest I will go, wheresoever thou
lodgest there will I lodge also, where your bones be placed so shall mine be placed
there also, for your people shall be my people, and your God shall be my God
[Ruth 1 : 16]. "
May you go forth in peace, light and love.
And there is a little one with hair that is gray, Mimi. These tongues ... these
tongues are but the tongues of flesh uttering the language of Spirit, of the Spirit of
the land of the Spirit, of a dead language no longer in use, no longer usable.
And I have kept all of you long and longer than I intended, but upon this day
can you not linger with me as I lingered with the women and a few, a handful of
men that waited at the cross till it was fmished and then took Him down, laid Him
in a tomb, and rolled a stone to the door [Mat 27:56-60]? And wept all the time
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did I, so much and so hard that His body was wetted, the linen was wet, that I was
wet. Three miles distance from the tomb to my lodging did I wet the roadways,
and did I wet Mary, His mother, and I cried upon her.
And for some distance from outside the city of Golgotha, Calvary, to the
garden spot of Nicodemus did also I wet the pathway. This took great time and
was as ten thousand years whereas you have spent just a few hours in knowing the
story, and in growing and in having a promise given.
But, little one, as I was speaking to you, you shall know the language unto
you, and you shall know within what it means if you but give yourself time and
you seek the baptism, and I shall help you achieve it later.
I'm so weary, so tired, so weak and so worn, and there is no light to lead me
away, for I have brought all the light within this chamber that you might use it to
manifest.
Am I foolish, Daniel, to ask that you wet my lips, that I drink that my throat
be not parched as once was Sananda's in the desert of aridity [Mat 4:1-2]? Am I
foolish to do so?
Daniel: No, TaPa.
For how many times has one such as that through which we speak been
carried so deeply, so far away, or so out of the body, and yet the organs :function
enough to swallow? And yet the soul has trouble in breathing regularly and with
pronunciation, and even in ending sentence complexes? But life is strange, only to
be stranger later, only to be later realized, exemplified fully seen.
And we would drink from the side first, and we kissed each angle that are
upon stems and are called goblets. Such as you have we knew not. But blessed be
the world and they that dwell therein for the Most High has founded it upon the
seas of wisdom and established it upon the flood of realism [Ps 24:1-2]. And if
you but seek it and acquire the wisdom, the knowledge, and the purity, then you
shall ascend unto the hill of the Most High and be allowed to stand in its holy
place.
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